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TASKS AND SUPER-TASKS

By J. F.

THOMSON

" TO complete any journey you must complete an infinite
Inumber of journeys. For to arrive from A to B you must
first go to from A to A', the mid-point of A and B, and thence
to A', the mid-point of A' and B, and so on. But it is logically
absurd that someone should have completed all of an infinite
number of journeys, just as it is logically absurd that someone
should have completedall of an infinitenumberof tasks. Therefore it is absurdto suppose that anyone has ever completed any
journey."
The argument says that to complete a journey you must do
something that is impossible and hence that you can't complete
a journey.
It may seem that this argumentis valid; and then, since the
conclusion is absurd, we must deny one of the premisses. But
which? Each has a certain plausibility. To some, it is more
plausiblethat you can't complete an infinite numberof journeys
than that you must. These people infer the falsity of the
first premissfrom the truth of the second premissand the falsity
of the conclusion. To others it is more plausiblethat you must
complete an infinite number of journeys than that you can't.
These people infer the falsity of the second premiss from the
truth of the first premiss and the falsity of the conclusion. The
first party says 'You couldn't, but you don't need to'; the
second party says 'You must, but you can'.
This division was neatly illustratedin some recent numbers
of ANALYSIS. Professor Max Black' argued that the expression
'an infinite number of acts' was self-contradictory,and thus
affirmedthe second premiss. Unfortunately,he was not entirely
convincing in his rejectionof the first premiss. Messrs. Richard
Taylor"and J. Watling3 rejected Professor Black's arguments
for the second premiss,and at least part of their reasonfor doing
so was that they were impressedby the plausibilityof the first
premiss. Unfortunately,they were not entirely convincing in
their rejectionof the second.
Luckily we need not take sides in this dispute. For the argument stated above is not valid. It commits the fallacyof equivocation. There is an element of truth in each of the premisses;
1 Achilles and the

Vol. 1x No. 5.
2 Mr. Black on Tortoise,
Vol. 2zNo. 2.
3 The Sum anTemporalParadoxes,
of InfiniteSeries,Vol. 13 No. 2,.
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what the elements of truthare, it is the purpose of this paperto
explain.
Let us begin by considering the second premiss. Is it conceivablethat someone should have completedan infinitenumber
of tasks? Do we know what this would be like? Let us say, for
brevity,thata manwho has completedall of an infinitenumberof
tasks (of some given kind) has completed a super-task(of some
associatedkind). Then, do we know what a super-taskis? Do
we have this concept?
It is necessaryhere to avoid a common confusion. It is not
in questionwhetherwe understandthe sentence: The operation
so-and-so can be performed infinitely often. On the contrary,
it is quite certain that we do. But to say that some operation
can be perforined infinitely often is not to say that a superoperationcan be performed.
Suppose (A) that every lump of chocolate can be cut in two,
and (B) that the result of cutting a lump of chocolate in two is
alwaysthatyou get two lumpsof chocolate. It follows that every
lump of chocolateis infinitelydivisible. Now I suppose that one
of the assumptionsA and B is false. For either a molecule of
chocolate is a lump of chocolate,and then A is false,or it is not,
in which case the result of cutting some lump of chocolate in
two is not a lump of chocolate, and then B is false. But the
conjunction of A and B is certainly consistent, and so it is
certainly conceivable that a lump be infinitely divisible. But
to say that a lump is infinitelydivisible is just to say that it can
be cut into any numberof parts. Sincethereis an infinitenumber
of numbers,we could say : thereis an infinitenumberof numbers
of partsinto which the lump can be divided. And this is not to
say that it can be divided into an infinite number of parts. If
something is infinitely divisible, and you are to say into how
alternativesfrom
many parts it shall be divided, you have
which to choose. This is not to say that N0
is one of them.
N0
And if something is infinitelydivisible,
then the operationof
of
it
or
it
can
some
be
halving
part
halving
performedinfinitely
often. This is not to say thatthe operationcanhavebeenperformed
infinitelyoften.
The confusion that is possible here is reallyquite gross, but
it does have a certain seductiveness. Where each of an infinite
numberof things can be done, e.g. bisecting, trisecting, etc. ad
inf, it is naturaland correct to say: Youcanperforman infinite
number
of operations.(Cf. " you can do it seven differentways ".)
But it is also natural, though incorrect, to want to take the
italicisedsentenceas saying that there is some oneoperationyou
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can perform whose performanceis completed when and only
when every one of an infinite set of operations has been performed. (A super-operation). This is perhaps naturalbecause,
or partly because, of an apparent analogy. If I say " It is
possible to swim the Channel" I cannot go on to deny that it
is conceivable that someone shouldhave swum the Channel.
But this analogy is only apparent. To say that it is possible to
swim the Channelis to say that there is some one thing that can
be done. When we say that you can perform an infinitenumber
of operationswe arenot sayingthat thereis some one ("infinite")
operation you can do, but that the set of operations (" finite"
operations) which lie within your power is an infinite set.
Roughly speaking: to speak of an infinity of possibilities is not
to speak of the possibility of infinity.
So far I have just been saying that a certain inference is
invalid. Suppose that we are considering a certain set of tasks
--ordinary everydaytasks-and that we have assigned numbers
to them so that we can speak of Task 1, Task 2, etc. Then:
given that for every n Task n is possible, we cannot straightway
infer that some task not mentioned in the premiss is possible,
viz. that task whose performanceis completed when and only
when for every n Task n has been performed. I have not been
saying (so far) that the conclusion of the argumentmay not be
true. But it seems extremelylikely, so far as I can see, that the
people who have supposed that super-tasks are possible of
performance(e.g. Messrs. Taylor and Watling) have supposed
so just because they have unthinkingly accepted this argument
as valid. People have, I think, confused saying (1) it is conceivable that each of an infinity of tasks be possible (practically
possible) of performance, with saying (2) that is conceivable
that all of an infinite number of tasks should have been performed. They have supposed that (1) entails (2). And my
reasonfor thinkingthat people have supposed this is as follows.
To suppose that (1) entails (2) is of course to suppose
that anyone who denies thinking (2) is committed to
denying (1). Now to deny (1) is to be committed to holding,
what is quite absurd,(3) that for any given kind of task there is
a positive integer k such that it is conceivable that k tasks
of the given kind have been performed, but inconceivable,
logically absurd,that k + 1 of them should have been performed.
But no-one would hold (3) to be true unless he had confused
logical possibility with physical possibility. And we do find
that those who wish to assert (2) are constantly accusing their
opponents of just this confusion. They seem to think that all
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they have to do to render(2) plausibleis to clearaway any
confusionsthat preventpeople from accepting(1). (See the
citedpapersby Messrs.TaylorandWatling,passim.)l
I mustnow mentiontwo otherreasonswhichhaveled people
to suppose it obvious that super-tasksare possible of performance.The firstis this. It certainlymakessense to speakof
someone having performeda numberof tasks. But infinite
numbersarenumbers; thereforeit mustmakesenseto speakof
someonehavingperformedan infinitenumberof tasks. But this
perhapsis not so much a reasonfor holding anything as a
reasonfor not thinkingaboutit. The secondis a suggestionof
Russell's. Russellsuggested2that a man'sskill in performing
operationsof some kind might increaseso fast that he was
able to performeachof an infinitesequenceof operationsafter
the first in half the time he had requiredfor its predecessor.
Then the time requiredfor all of the infinitesequenceof tasks
wouldbe only twicethatrequiredfor the first. On the strength
of this Russellsaid that the performanceof all of an infinite
sequenceof taskswasonlymedicallyimpossible.Thissuggestion
is both acceptedand used by both TaylorandWatling.
Russellhas the airof one who explainshow somethingthat
you mightthinkhardis reallyquiteeasy. (" Look,you do it this
way".) But our difficultywith the notion of a super-taskis
not this kindof difficulty.Does Russellreallyshow us what it
wouldbe like to haveperformeda super-task?Does he explain
the concept?To me, at least,it seemsthathe does not even see
the difficulty.It is certainlyconceivablethattherebe an infinite
eachof whichmightbe effectedin a
sequenceof improvements
number
n we can imaginethat a man is
For
skill.
man's
any
firstableto performjustntasksof somekindin (say)two minutes,
and then, afterpractice,drugs,or meditationis ableto perform
n+ 1 of them in two minutes. But this is just not to say that
we canimaginethat someonehas effectedall the improvements
eachof which mightbe effected.If Russellthoughtit was he
was makingthe mistakealreadycalledattentionto. And otherwise his suggestiondoes not help. For the thing said to be
possible,and to explainhow a super-taskis possible,are the
thingsto be explained.If we have no difficultieswith " he has
" we arenot
effectedall of an infinitenumberof improvements
1 See also Mr. Taylor's criticism, ANALYSIS,Vol. 13, No. of J.
O. Wisdom's paper,
I
Achilles on a PhysicalRace-Course,ANALYSIS,Vol. i2 No. 3. I am inclined to think that Dr.
that
he
Wisdom really does deny (I) and
supposes that he is committed to this course
because he wishes to deny (z).
P.A.S.
2•The Limits of Empiritism,
I935-36.
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likely to be puzzled by " He has performedan infinitenumberof
tasks."
It may be that Russell had in mind only this. If we can
conceive a machinedoing something--e.g. calling out or writing
down numbers-at a certain rate, let us call that rate conceivable.
Then, there is obviously no upper bound to the sequence of
conceivable rates. For any number n we can imagine a machine
that calls out or writes down the first n numbers in just 2 2n-1

minutes. But this again is not to say that we can imagine a
machine that calls out or writes down all the numerals in just
2 minutes. An infinityof possible machinesis not the possibility
of an infinity-machine. To suppose otherwise would again be
the fallacy referredto.
So far I have only been trying to show that the reasons one
might have for supposing super-taskspossible of performance
are not very good ones. Now, are there any reasonsfor supposing that super-tasksare not possible of performance? I think
there are.
There are certain reading-lampsthat have a button in the
base. If the lamp is off and you press the button the lamp goes
on, and if the lamp is on and you press the button the lamp goes
off. So if the lamp was originally off, and you pressed the
button an odd number of times, the lamp is on, and if you
pressed the button an even number of times the lamp is off.
Suppose now that the lamp is off, and I succeed in pressing the
button an infinite number of times, perhaps making one jab
in one minute, another jab in the next half-minute,and so on,
accordingto Russell's recipe. After I have completed the whole
infinite sequence of jabs, i.e. at the end of the two minutes, is
the lamp on or off? It seems impossible to answerthis question.
It cannot be on, because I did not ever turn it on without at
once turning it off. It cannot be off, because I did in the first
place turn it on, and thereafterI never turned it off without at
once turning it on. But the lamp must be either on or off. This
is a contradiction.
This type of argumentrefutesalso the possibilityof a machine
built according to Russell's prescriptionthat say writes down
in two minutes every integer in the decimal expansion of v.
For if such a machine is (logically) possible so presumablyis
one that recordsthe parity,0 or 1, of the integers written down
by the original machine as it produces them. Suppose the
parity-machinehas a dial on which either 0 or 1 appears. Then,
what appearson the dial after the first machinehas run through
all the integers in the expansionof w?
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Now whatexactlydo theseargumentscometo? Saythatthe
reading-lamphas either of two light-values,0 ('off') and 1
(" on "). To switchthe lampon is then to add 1 to its value
and to switchif off is to subtract1 from its value. Then the
questionwhetherthe lampis on or off afterthe infinitenumber
of switchingshave been performedis a questionabout the
additions
valueof thelampafteraninfinitenumberof alternating
of 1 to andfromits value,i.e. is the question:
andsubtractions
What is the sum of the infinitedivergentsequence
+1, -1, +1, ...?
Now mathematiciansdo say that this sequencehas a sum; they
say that its sum is 1.1 And this answerdoes not help us, since we
attach no sense here to saying that the lamp is half-on. I take
this to meanthat there is no establishedmethodfor decidingwhat
is done when a super-taskis done. And this at least shows that
the concept of a super-taskhas not been explained.We cannot be
expectedto pick up this idea, just because we have the idea of a
task or tasks having been performed and because we are
acquaintedwith transfinitenumbers.
As far as I can see the argument given above about the
reading-lampis virtually equivalentto one of Professor Black's
arguments.2These argumentswere however rejectedby Taylor
and Watling, who said that Black assumedthe point at issue by
supposing that if any number of tasks have been performed
some task of those performedwas performedlast. This assumption is, they say, exactly the assumptionthat if any number of
tasks have been performed a finite number only have been
performed. On the one hand it is not clear to me that Black
actually usedthis assumption (clearly he believed it to be true,
becauseit was what he was arguing for) and on the other hand
it is clearthat the questionof a ' last task ' is a little more complicated than Watling and Taylor supposed, just because some
infinite sequencesreally do have last terms as well as first ones.
(Thus if you could mention all the positive integers in two
minutesin the way that Russell suggests you could also mention
them all except 32 in two minutes; you would then have
performed a super-task,but not the super-taskof mentioning
all the numbers; but to complete this one you would have only
to mention 32, and this would be your last task.) But in any
case it should be clear that no assumptionabout a last task is
made in the lamp-argument. If the button has been jabbed an
1
Hardy, DivergentSeries, Ch. I. There is an excellent account of the discussions this
to MathematicalThinking,Ch. 1o.
series has provoked in Dr. Waismann's Introduction
2 Op. cit. p. 98 para. 17.
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infinitenumberof times in the way describedthen there was
no lastjabandwe cannotaskwhetherthelastjabwasa switchingon or a switching-off.But we did not ask abouta last jab; we
asked about the net or total result of the whole infinite sequence

of jabs,andthis would seemto be a fairquestion.
It maybe instructivehereto considerandtakequiteseriously
some remarksof Mr. Watling' about summing an infinite
convergentsequence.Mr.Watlingundertookto showthatif you
could make all of an infinitenumberof additionsyou could
computethe sum of the sequence.

that you could add the terms of this sequence together in quite
literally the same way as we add together a finite number of
numbers, and that you would reach the right answer. For you
could add - to 1, then add J to the result, and so on, until all
of an infinite number of additions have been made. If Mr.
Watling were right about this, then of course the net result of
at least one super-task would be computable by established
methods, indeed by just those methods that we ordinarily use
to compute the limit of the sequence of partial sums
1, 11, 1I, ..,
But is he right? There is still the difficulty of supposing that
someone could have made an infinite number of additions. (The
impossibility of a super-taskdoes not depend at all on whether
some vaguely-felt-to-beassociatedarithmeticalsequence is convergent or divergent). But besides this, and partly (I think)
because of it, there are special difficultiesconnected with what
Mr. Watling says on this score. According to him, " Nothing
more is requiredto give the sum than making every one of the
additions."" Let us then pretend that we have a machine that
does make every one of the additions; it adds 1 to 1 in the first
minute of its running time, adds j to its last result in the
next half-minute, and so on. Then this machine does make
" every one of the additions". But does it arrive at the number
2? I do not think we can ask what number the machinearrives
at, simply because it does not make a last addition. Every
number computed by the machine is a number in the sequence
of partialsums given above, i.e. is a value of
1
2-1
f(n)= 2 - 2for
some
the-1 But to
integral
argument.
positive

say that

for some positive integral argument. But to say that the
x Op. cit. pp. 43 et seq.

2 P.

44.
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machine computes only numbers in this sequence (" Nothing
else is requiredto give the sum than making every one of the
additions") and that it computes 2 is a flat contradiction. The
result of this pseudo-calculationcan only be a term in the
sequenceof partialsums ; but equallyit cannot be any of these.
This may become clearer if we suppose that the machine
recordsthe results of its successiveadditionson a tape that runs
through the machine and that the machine only has the vocabulary to print terms in the sequence of partial sums. (In
particularthe machinecannot print the number2). The machine
can then record the result of each of the additions that it is
required to make, but it cannot record the number which is
said to be ' finally' arrivedat. Now Mr. Watling would perhaps
wish to say that this machine does in somesense ' arrive' at the
number 2, even though it does not record the fact. But in what
sense? What does Mr. Watling mean by the word 'give' in
the sentence quoted above from his paper? It is surely an
essential feature of our notion of computation (our ordinary
notion of computation) that at some point in the proceedings
the answer to the sum is readoff; we find ourselves writing
down or announcing the answer and our algorithm tells us
that this is the answer. It is clear how this is so when we add
together some finite number of numbers. It is not at all clear
from Mr. Watling's paper how or in what sense a man who has
added together an infinite number of numbers can be said to
arriveat his answer. Mr. Watling has not all explainedwhat he
meansby saying that the additionof all the terms of the sequence
1, 2,3,...

wouldyieldd2. And our suspicions on this score should

be increasedby his actual 'proof' that the number reached by
adding together all the terms of an infinite convergent sequence
is the number that is the limit of the sequence of partial sums;
for this proof is either circularor senseless. Mr. Watling argues
as follows:' if you startto add together the terms of the sequence
to be summed,every term you add brings the sum nearerto the
limit of the sequenceof partialsums ; therefore,when you have
added together all the terms, there is no differencebetween the
sum and the limit. This is only to say: the sequenceof partial
sums converges to a limit, and thereforethe sum of all the terms
in the original sequenceis the limit. And here Mr. Watling has
sense to " Sum of all the terms ". He refers
given no independent
us to the steadily-increasingsum of the firstso-manytermsof the
sequence; i.e. he refers to the fact that the sequence of partial
1 Last

paragraph on p. 45.
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sums is monotonic increasing and convergent. But this gives
him no right at all to supposethathe has specifieda numberto be
the sum of all the terms. Mr. Watling supposes, of course,
that we can infer what the sum of an infinite sequence is by
considerationof the relevant sequence of partialsums ; as it is
sometimes put, we consider the behaviour of the function that
enumeratesthe partial sums as its argument tends to infinity.
And this is quite correct; we can and we do infer what is the
sum of an infinite sequence in this way. But this is correct only
becausewe usuallydefinethe sum of an infinitesequenceto be the
limit of the sequence of partial sums. Insofar as Mr. Watling
relies tacitlyon this his proof is circular. And otherwiseI do not
think that his proof can be said to show anything at all, for he
gives no alternative method whereby the sum of an infinite
sequence might be specified.
As far as I can see, we give a sense to the expression" sum of
an infinite number of terms " by the methods that we use for
computingthe limits of certainsequences. There is an inclination
to feel that the expression meanssomething quite different;
that the establishedmethod for computing limits is just the
way we discover what the sum is, and that the number so discovered can be or should be specifiedin some other way. But I
think that this is just an illusion, born of the belief that one might
reachthe sum in some other way, e.g. by actuallyadding together
all the terms of the infinite sequence. And I if am correct in
supposing that talk of super-tasksis senseless,then this kind of
talk cannot give a sense to anything. The belief that one could
add together all the terms of an infinite sequence is itself due
presumablyto a desire to assimilatesums of infinite sequencesto
sums of finite ones. This was Mr. Watling's avowed intention.
" The limit of a sequenceof sums has been called a sum but has
not been shown to be one ".1 Mr. Watling was then trying to
justify our practice of calling the sum of an infinite sequence a
sum. Presumablythis practice is due to the fact that the limit
of a sequence of sums really is the limit of a sequence of sums.
If the expression" sum of an infinite sequence" has no meaning
apartfrom the methods we use for computing limits-methods
that are, notice, demonstrably
differentfrom those that we use to
compute the sums of finite numbers of terms-this practice
couldnot be justifiedfurther. The difficultiesthat Mr. Watling
gets into are implicit in his project.2
I P. 43.

And in fact the project breaks down at once; for Mr. Watling finds it necessary to
define the sum of an infinite series ' as the sum of all its terms in a certainorderand with a
certaingrouping.' (p. 44 my italics). But is not ordinary addition commutative ?
2
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But now, it may be said, surely it is sometimes possible to
completean infinitenumberof tasks. For to completea journey
is to complete a task, the task of getting from somewhere to
somewhere else. And a man who completes any journey completes an infinite numberof journeys. If he travels from 0 to 1,
he travelsfrom 0 to 1, from 1 to -, and so on ad inf., so when he
arrives at 1 he has completed an infinite number of tasks. This
is virtually the first premiss in the original argument, and it
certainly seems both to be true and to contradictthe previous
result. I think it is true but does not contradictthe impossibility
of super-tasks.
Let Z be the set of points along the race-course
where 0 is the starting-point, 1 the finishing-point; suppose
these on our left and our right respectively. Notice that Z is
open on the right; there is no Z-point to the right of every
other Z-point. Z is convergent but its limit-point 1 is not in Z.
A point that is neither a Z-point nor to the left of any Z-point I
shall call a point externalto Z. In particular,1 is externalto Z.
Those who support the first premiss say that all you have to
do to get to 1 is to occupy every Z-point from left to right in
turn. Or rather they are committed to saying this; for they
do say that to get to 1 it is sufficientto run all the distancesin
the sequenceof distances 1, , . . ; but to occupy every Z-point
is to run every one of these distances, since each distance has a
right-handend-point in Z, and, conversely, every Z-point is the
right-handend of one of these distances. But put this way, in
terms of points rather than distances, should not their thesis
seem odd? For to have arrivedat 1 you must have occupied or
passed over 1. But 1 is not a Z-point. 1 is not the end-point of
any of the distances: firsthalf, third quarter....
Further: suppose someone could have occupied every
Z-point without having occupied any point external to Z.
Where would he be? Not at any Z-point, for then there would
be an unoccupiedZ-point to the right. Not, for the samereason,
between Z-points. And, ex hypothesi, not at any point external
to Z. But these possibilities are exhaustive. The absurdityof
having occupied all the Z-points without having occupied any
point externalto Z is exactlylike the absurdityof having pressed
the lamp-switchan infinite number of times or of having made
all of an infinitenumberof additions.
But of course those who say that to finish your journey all
you have to do is to run each of an infinite numberof distances
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do not say in so manywords that it is possible to have done what
was just said to be impossible. And obviously it is possible to
have occupied all the Z-points; you do this by starting off for
1 and making sure you get there. You then occupy a point
externalto Z; but you have occupied all the Z-points too. Now
if you are given a set of tasks, and if it is impossible for you to
have performed all the tasks set unless you performa task not
set or not explicitly set, should you not suppose that you are to
do something you were not explicitly told to do? (If you are
wearing shoes and socks and you are told to take off your socks
should you not suppose that you are to take off your shoes?)
So if you are told to occupy all the Z-points should you not at
once proceed to 1?
But the shoes-and-socks analogy is not quite correct. To
arriveat 1 you do not have to occupy all the Z-points and then do
something else. If you have completed all the journeys that
have end-points in Z, there is no further distanceto run before
arriving at 1. Arriving is not running a last distance. On the
contrary,your arrivingat 1 is your completingthe whole journey
and thus is your having completed all the infinite number of
journeys(in the only sense in which this is possible). Occupying
all the Z-points in turn does not get you to some point short of 1 ;
it does not get you, in particular,to a point next to 1. Either
occupying all the Z-points is getting to 1, or it is nothing.And
this is, perhaps, obscurely noticed by those who support the
firstpremiss. They say, " allyou need to do is ... " And though
it would be permissibleto interpretthe ' all' as saying that you
need not occupy any point externalto Z it could also be interpreted as saying that arriving at 1 is not completing a last
journey of those specified.
There is then something odd in the claim that to arrive at 1
you need only occupy all the Z-points. Take it narrowlyand it
is nonsense. But if we take it charitably,is it not something of
a joke? For when the order " Run an infinite number of
journeys !" is so explained as to be intelligible, it is seen to
be the order " Run !" And indeed how could one run any
distance without being at some point midway between point of
departureand destination? If running to catch a bus is performing a super-task,then this super-taskis, for some people at some
times, medicallypossible. But this super-taskis just a task.
If an infinite number of things are to be done, they must be
done in some or other order. The order in which they are done
imposes an ordering on the set of things to be done. Hence to
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the performanceof an infinite set of tasks we assign not a transfinite cardinalbut a transfiniteordinal. What is shown by the
exampleof the lamp-switchand by the impossibilityof occupying
all Z-points without occupying any point external to Z is that
it is impossible to have performedevery task in a sequence of
tasksof type w (no last task). Now the man who runs from 0 to 1
and so passes over every Z-point may be said to have run every
one of an unending sequenceof distances,a sequence of type o.
But the proof that he does dependson a statementabout arriving
at points. Furtherit is completinga journeythat is completing
a task, and completing a journeyis arrivingat a point. And the
sequenceof points that he arrivesat (or is said here to arrive at)
is not a sequence of type o but a sequence of type w + 1, (last
task, no penultimatetask) the sequence of the points
0,)1,0.0.0.,)1
in Z's closure. So when we explain in what sense a man who
completes a journey completes an infinite number of journeys,
and thus explainin what sensethe firstpremissis true, we thereby
explain that what is said to be possible by the first premiss is
not what is said to be impossible by the second.
The objection to super-taskswas that we could not say what
would be done if a super-taskwere done. This objection does
not applyin the case of the runner; we can say, he was at 0 and
now is at 1. But if it is sometimespossible to have performedall
of an infinite sequence of tasks of type w + 1, why is it not
possible to mention all the positive integers except 32 in two
minutes, by Russell's prescription, and then mention 32 last?
This would be performinga sequence of tasks of type w + 1.
Well, here it would seem reasonableto ask about the state of a
at the end of the first two minutes, i.e. immediparity-machinex
numberwas mentioned. But it is obviously
the
last
before
ately
unreasonableto ask where the runner was when he was at the
point immediatelypreceding his destination.
There are two points I would like to make in conclusion.
There may be a certain reluctanceto admitting that one does
complete an infinite number of journeys in completing one
journey. This reluctancewould appearstrongly if someone said
that the concept of an open point-set like Z was notapplicableto
'physical reality'. Such a reluctancemight be lessened by the
following consideration. Let Operation 1 be the operation of
proceeding from 0 to the midpoint of 0 and 1. Let Operation
2 be the operation of performing Operation 1 and then proceeding from the point where you are to the midpoint of that
1

Seeabove.
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point and 1. And in general let Operationn be the operationof
performing Operation n-i and etc. Then Z is the set of points
you can get to by performingan operationof the kind described.
And obviously none of the operationsdescribedgets you to the
point 1, hence we should expect Z not to contain its own limitpoint and so to be open. Now we just cannot say a priori that
we shall neverhave occasion to mention point-sets like Z; one
might well want to consider the set of points you can get to by
performing operations of this kind. So it is just wrong to say
that the concept of an open point-set like Z has no application
to ' physical reality' (which is I think what Black and Wisdom
are saying.) But on the other hand the implicit use of the
concept in the first premiss of the Zenoesque argument is
a misleading one, and this is just what the second premiss calls
attention to. Roughly speaking the argument forces us to
of the concept of infinity. (E.g. contrast
considerthe applications
the ways in which it occurs in the propositions I called (1) and
(2) at the beginning of this paper.)'
Secondly, it may be helpful to indicate the way in which
the topic of this discussion is related to the 'mathematical
solution' of the paradox, referredto by all three of the writers
I have quoted. People used to raise this topic by asking " How
is it possiblefor a man to run all of an infinite number of distances?" Now either they thought, or Whitehead and others
thought they thought, that the difficulty of running an infinite
number of distanceswas like the difficultyof getting to a place
an infinite numberof miles away. Hence Whiteheademphasised
that the sequence
was convergentand had a finitesum. He also therebypointedout
a play on the word ' never'; the sequence never reaches0, the
sequence of partial sums never reaches 2. (The sequence does
not contain its limit; but it is convergent, the limit exists.)2
But though this is necessaryit does not resolve all the hesitations
one might feel about the premiss of the paradox. What I have
been trying to show is that these hesitations are not merely
frivolous, and thatinsofaras they springfrom misunderstandings
these misunderstandingsare shared by those who support the
' mathematicalsolution'.
Universityof Cambridge.
11 think it is partly this contrast that those people have in mind who claim to distinguish between the concept of a potential infinite and the concept of an actual infinite,
But there are not here two concepts but two applications of one concept.
2 This is clearly explained
by Mr. Taylor, op. cit.
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